
MINUTES OF FALL ASSEMBLY OF MNSA: October 3, 2020 

Using Zoom for Virtual Assembly

____________________________


The Assembly was called to order at 9:07 by Chair Pat.


Twelve Traditions were read by Peggy W, DR of District 11.


Concepts were read by Jen J, DR of District 12


Warranties were read by Christine

______________


Welcome from Chair Pat:   

This is the last Assembly of Panel 58 and the first Virtual Assembly that MNSA has ever had.


Some pointers: Everyone should stay muted.  To speak, raise your virtual hand and you will be 
recognized and unmuted.


Who votes?  


One vote per group.


Chair explains that Substantial Unanimity is an operating principle of the Assembly.  A 
requirement for substantial unanimity on every vote taken protects us from the tyranny of a 
simple majority.  Need a motion from a GR on Substantial Unanimity.


Preparatory to calling for a motion on Substantial Unanimity, Scott T, tech support, takes a poll 
to have GRs certify as follows:  “I certify that I am the only GR voting for my home group in 
today’s Assembly.  Results:  50 say they were absolutely sure of this.  1 says they are not sure.  
1 says that more than 1 GR from their home group is present today.  These last two groups are 
referred to the tech team to sort out who will be the voting GR for each of the affected home 
groups.


At this point Kit S, GR, moves that two-thirds of those voting yes or no would constitute 
substantial unanimity.  This motion is seconded by Janice, GR fro District 11.  The motion 
is approved unanimously by all GRs voting with no abstentions. 

Concepts 

Cheryl C speaks on Concept 9.


Vicky A speaks on Concept 10.


Roll Call 

Because this is a virtual meeting, a name-by-name roll call is not being taken by the Secretary.  
Instead, the Secretary bases the following account of who is present at the Assembly on 
screen-shots taken of the Participants list on the Zoom screen format:  


Present:  All Officers 
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	    Delegate

	    Alternate Delegate


	    Coordinators:  Area Alateen Process,  Assemblies Activities, Literature, Newsletter, 	 	
	    Public Outreach co-coordinators, Website.  Absent:  Alateen, Group Records, Forum


	    Action Committee Chairs:  Fellowship, Group Services, GR Orientation.  Absent:

	    Membership Outreach, Calendar, Public Outreach.

               

	    Liaisons:  St. Paul Intergroup.  Absent:  Minneapolis Information services.


	    District Representatives or Alternates:  Districts 1, 8, 11, 13, 16, 17.  All others absent.


	    Past Delegates and Alternate Delegates:  Panel 28, 37, 43, 52, 55, 58.  All others 	 	
	    absent.


	    

Secretary’s Minutes of Last Assembly 

  Due to Pandemic the Spring Assembly in April was cancelled.  Therefore the last 	 	
	   Assembly was held in the Fall of 2020.


	   The Minutes of the Fall 2020 Assembly are read.


	   Alison F, GR from District 12, moves to accept the minutes as read.  The motion 
  is seconded by Tracy, GR from District 11.  The minutes are approved by a   
  vote of 46 yes, 0 no and 2 abstentions. 

Treasurer’s Report 

The Treasurer presents the report entitled Profit and Loss Budget vs. Actual.  
Contributions are way down from last year.  Last year’s contributions YTD were $11,000.  This 
year’s YTD were $7,000 (approximate figures).  Expenses were also way down.  The World 
Service Conference, ordinarily held in April, did not happen due to the Pandemic.  Therefore 
the Area expects to receive $1496 back fro the World Service Office (WSO).  What to do with 
this refund?  Three options: Accept the full refund.  Donate some or all back to the WSO.  
Apply to next year’s cost of sending Delegate to the World Service Conference.  Note: so far 
the Area hasn’t actually received the refund and the WSO hasn’t said that it is returning it.  


	 The Treasurer presents the report entitled “Balance Sheet”.   It shows $9000 allotted for 
Folderol.  This amount is being left as is despite the Pandemic which at this time prohibits 
actual physical gatherings.  Format and costs of virtual 2021 Folderol are still unknown.  


Questions and Answers on the Treasurer’s Report:  


Anne L, District 11 GR:  If no decision about the WSO money, could it be part of a donation to 
the WSO?  Answer:  A decision will be made later after we see if the WSO gives the money 
back or credits it toward the next Sorld Service Conference cost.


Motion is made to accept the YTD 2020 Treasurer’s Report by Finn, GR from District 11,  
Motion is seconded by Sheila, GR of District 11.   The motion passes by a vote of 47 
voting yes, 0 voting no, and 1 abstention.   
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Discussion regarding contribution to the World Service Office:


The WSC has asked for $2400 and that is what is now budgeted.  


Carol M:  The Finance Committee and the AWSC recommend that the Area send the $2400 to 
the WSO.  


Betty A:  The WSO will have a substantial deficit as of this year’s end, over $400,000.


Cheryl C:  Giving this amount is simply a tradition.  It is not set in stone.


Vicky:  GRs can change the amount.


Pat:  This amount has been through the Finance dCommittee.


Mariellyn:  Should we give out of our prudent reserve also and increase amount to $4000?


Karen:  Is that a motion?


Pat:  No motion yet.


Kit S:  We have a sufficient prudent reserve to go up to $4400.  


Karin B:  Treasurer can decide which bucket the money comes out of.


Christy H, GR of District 3 (Northfield):  If more can be given without compromising the health 
of the Area, we should increase the amount.  Can a motion come from the Finance 
Committee?


Jim, Treasurer:  The future is unknown.  Should be careful of dipping into Prudent Reserve.


Kit S:  Any requests for new projects?  Answer from Jim, Treasurer:  Two big items have been 
added to the budget, i.e., a new Technology line item and the cost of incorporation (assuming 
the Assembly approves incorporation).


Carole, Alt. Del.:  As a member of the Finance Committee, she recommends we go with the 
$2400 now and when the $1400 comes back to us from the WSO, we give it back.  


Sarah Jayne, DR of District 5, moves to send $3000.00 as a love gift to the WSO.   

Lynda S, GR of District 7, said her group makes donations to WSO directly.


Karen B, GR of District 11, seconds the motion made by Sarah Jayne.  44 GRs vote yes, 2 
vote no, 0 abstentions.  The motion passes. 
_________________________  

The Chair adjourns the meeting for a mid-morning break.  


_________________________ 


The Chair brings the meeting back to order.


TASK FORCE ON INCORPORATION:  THEIR REPORT 
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Kit S, Chair of the Task Force on Incorporation, summarizes the 18 year history of the 
incorporation issue in the Area.  After many years of discussion, a Thought Force was 
empaneled by the Chair in 2017.  The Thought Force issued a report but made no 
recommendation.  The Chair in 2018 then empaneled a Task Force on Incorporation to come 
up with a recommendation and to describe “what incorporation would look like”.    In October 
2019 at the Fall Assembly of GRs the Task Force recommended that the Area go ahead with 
incorporation for a trial period.  The Task Force submitted proposed by-laws modeled on many 
different sets of by-laws they had reviewed including the WSO’s bylaws.  At the Area World 
Service Committee meeting in February of 2020 (just before the Pandemic started), the AWSC 
voted to recommend to the Spring Assembly that the Area incorporate for a trial period of 10 
years at a cost not to exceed $4500.  The issue of by-laws was deferred until after the 
Assembly approved incorporation.  The April Spring Assembly had to be cancelled due to the 
Pandemic.  Thus a vote on the issue of incorporation also had to be delayed to today’s Fall 
Assembly.  Kit notes that the Fall AWSC of August 2020 (held by Zoom) 

unanimously passed the following motion with no abstentions:  


“The AWSC recommends that the members of the Assembly move to incorporate the 
Minnesota South Area of Al-Anon Family Groups for 10-year trial basis at a cost not to exceed 
$4,500.”  


Discussion:


Carol, Alt. Del.:  Thanks to the Thought Force and the Task Force.


Allison, GR of District 12:  Question on 10 year trial period:  Do we then unincorporate?


Carole, GR of District 4):  Can you give us an example of how incorporation would protect us?


Kit S, Chair of Incorporation Task Force:  The Thought Force report listed the pros and cons 
about 4-5 years ago.  One pro is that contributions made to a 501(c)(3) (which is what the Area 
would become for tax purposes) would be tax-deductible.  


Question:  Is it true that most Areas are incorporated and we are lagging behind?

Answer from Kit:  Yes, absolutely.


Joan M, GR of District 17:  Why is Incorporation not considered affiliation in violation of the 
Tradition?


Kit S, Chair of Incorporation Task Force:  Because we would not be affiliating with any other 
group.  Right now we’re just a social group.  As a corporation we can engage in a contract, for 
example, for Folderol, Kit had to personally sign and be personally liable on the hotel contract.  
But as a corporation, the corporation will  sign and be liable.


Joan:  Do we have to file reports and tax returns?  Is that not affiliation?


Kit S:  Filing is very easy, takes 2 minutes.  Problem is that if we have to recapitulate the entire 
process of evaluating the pros and cons of incorporations, we will be here another 18 years.


Kit B, Past Delegate of Panel 28:   Regarding the by-laws, if we pass this motion, do we get to 
review the bylaws?


Kit S:  Yes. Some bylaws have been drafted.  Can’t present until Assembly approves 
incorporation.  We can look at WSO’s bylaws.  The bylaws would have to be in strict harmony 
with the Traditions, Concepts and Warranties.
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Kit B:  Will attendees notice anything different in the way Assemblies are run?


Kit S:  No


Sharon, GR of District 5:  Please repeat the donation information regarding 501(c)3.


Kit S:  Done.


Kit S:  Reassures GRs that the Task Force on Incorporation went at least 5 to 7 levels deep on 
all questions.  At least 3 of the 6 members of the Task force have their own legal business 
entities (corporations or partnerships).  Yes, we have outside “affiliations”.  Example, one group 
is affiliated with another.


Sherry G-S, Assembly Activities Coordinator:  Incorporation will save us money.


Cheryl C, Past Delegate of Panel 37:  We would have a Board of Directors that would handle 
technical business questions and thus insulate the Area Family Groups from outside issues and 
would guard our fulfilling our primary purpose, which is to serve family and friends of 
alcoholics.


Sally J, GR of District 12:  Will liability insurance purchased by the Area trickle down to the 
groups?


Answer:  No


Sarah Jayne, GR of District 5 moves that the Minnesota South Area of Al-Anon Family 
Groups incorporate for a 10-year trial basis at a cost not to exceed $4,500.  Christy H, GR 
of District 3, seconds the motion.   

The motion was approved unanimously:  51 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions. 

2021 Budget 

Jim, the Treasurer, presents the budget for 2021 which is entitled “MNSouth Area (Inc.)”. It 
includes a new line item of $3000 for Technology.  This is a guess, not an exact amount, for 
expenses that are anticipated as we continue meeting virtually for the foreseeable future as 
necessitated by the Pandemic.    In addition the $9000 for Folderol has been put in the main 
budget (line 6024) rather than in a separate project budget.  Line 8045 includes the $4500 for 
the cost of incorporation as just approved by the Assembly.  Kit B recommends that $9000 
allocated for Folderol also appear as a Contribution under Income in order to balance out the 
commensurate expense now included under expenses.  This will reduce the net loss amount 
by $9000.00, which is a more accurate representation of what the effect of moving the Folderol 
reserve will be.  Treasurer Jim agreed.  


Ann, GR of District 11, moves to accept the Treasurer’s 2021 Budget as amended.  Su S, 
GR of District 4 seconds the motion.   

By a vote of 46 yes, 0 no, and 2 abstentions, the motion passed. 

Delegate’s Report 
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Betty A reports that the WSO received group contributions totaling $504,000 and there is a 
projected deficit of $529,000.


Next year’s Conference Theme will be “Moving Forward with Unity, Courage and 
Perseverance”.


Betty explains that AFG Connects is the Delegates’ connection to the WSO.  This news and 
information sharing service has been enhanced by adding Delegates’ photos to their profiles.


There was a virtual town hall meeting of Delegates.


Literature shipping costs have been reduced.


New GRs and DRs can get on AFG Connects, for information services that are designated 
specifically for GRs or DRs.  There are also AFG Connects links for Alateens and Coordinators.


Betty thanks the Area for making her their Delegate these past three years.


Alternate Delegate’s Report 

Carol M  says  it’s sad that this is the last Assembly of this Panel.  Thanks to Scott and Pat for 
all the work they’ve done to put together this first-ever Zoom Assembly.  Thanks to the GRs 
and all who are here.  Thanks also to the Officers from whom she learned so much.  


In regards to emails received by MNSA, traffic has been exceptionally high during the 
Pandemic.  It used to be that we would get 1 to 2 emails per moth.  Now we receive 5 to 6 per 
week.  


COMMITTEE REPORTS


Policy Review Committee:  There has been no change since the PRC Report of August.  If 
anyone would like a copy of the Report, contact Pat the Chair (pjpctc@hotmail.com) or Cheryl 
C (cheryljcrow@comcast.net) 


The Policy and Procedure Manual finalized by the PRC and approval by the Assembly in Fall of 
2019 is a companion piece to the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual published by the WSO 
every three years.  The next WSO Service Manual  is due out in early 2021.


The PRC Committee is made up of 8 voting members and, in this panel, 2 consultants (past 
delegates).  The Committee conducted its discussions via monthly email or face to face, 
Pandemic permitting.  


The PRC Committee is still awaiting final word from the Alateen Safety Committee (ASC) in 
conjunction with the WSO on updates or changes to the Alateen Safety and Behavioral 
Requirements (ASBRs) section of the Area’s Policy and Procedure Manual.  Once finalized, this 
Section of the Manual will be updated and published to all AWSC members and made 
available to GRs as well.


Cheryl believes that the new Manual has clarified our scope and purpose.  The PRC has also 
compiled an extensive list of issues for consideration by the next Panel.  (Secretary’s Note:  For 
easy reference of those reading these minutes, these issues are as follows:


*  AWSC Roster - who, how, when?
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*  Clarification/definition of Guidelines approved as policy -Public Outreach (page 4 VIII B 2)

* Procedure for filling vacancies for designated positions on Standing Committees

* Memorials for past delegates

* Voting -substantial unanimity and abstentions

* Procedure for area nomination of Trustee

* Election Assembly - are Liaison members eligible?  Are past AWSC members who are still 

active in service with no current service position eligible?

* Procedure for redistricting

* Expanding the PRC membership to include past delegates, past alternate delegates and/or 

past area chairpersons as voting members to add depth of experience to the Committee


In addition, the PRC Committee suggests that the AWSC Roster include the names of the 
Standing Committee members.  


Alateen Safety Committee 

Carol M, Alt Delegate and Chair of the Alateen safety Committee, apologizes for not having 
finalized the Alateen Safety Behavioral Guidelines as of yet, thus holding up the publication of 
the Policy and Procedure Manual.  The Committee met with WSO staff two weeks before the 
Pandemic hit and has had two meetings since then.  She hopes that on Monday morning 
(October 5) to submit the redraft to the WSO.  When WSO approves, the Committee will bring 
the changes to the Area Assembly for review and approval.  


Folderol Committee Report 

The Committee recommends to the Assembly that the Folderol be cancelled or postponed.  


The hotel has been cancelled at no charge to anyone.  And the door remains open to have 
events at the hotel in question in the future.


The Committee will meet again to decide on the format of the Folderol:  one event or more than 
one event.  He asks  for volunteers with tech expertise.


__________________ 


Pat, Chair, notes that the Task Force on Incorporation will continue to meet regarding 
development of Bylaws.  


______________


Lunch Break from 12:05 to 12:35. 

____________________ 

Chair Pat P presents proposed written election procedure, noting that if substantial unanimity 
is not reached on a first and second vote then the election will be decided by a coin flip.  Pat 
notes that if this were a face to face Assembly, we would use the drawing of lots.  


Kit S, GR/Chair of both Incorporation Task Force and Folderol Committee: recommends 
amendment to the election protocol that line 11 be decided by a majority of votes rather than a 
coin flip.
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Kit B, Past Delegate Panel 28: recommends leaving the contingency for using a choice by lots 
(coin flip) rather than a majority of votes because of the role of Higher Power in the action of 
the lots/coin flip.


Carol M, Alternate Delegate, states that a GR should make a motion.


Mary H, Past Delegate Panel 55, says there should be a little bit of discussion allowed before a 
motion.  Also, a popular vote of simple majority does not uphold our principle of substantial 
unanimity.


Ann L, GR of District 11, reads from the service manual regarding election procedure, 
supporting the option of using the system of drawing lots to make a selection when substantial 
unanimity is not clear for the election of one person.


Allison F, GR of District 12, moves to accept the election procedure as presented by the 
chair, including the contingency to select by lot. 

Sarah-Jayne, GR of District 5, seconds the motion. 

Vote taken:  46 yes, 1 no, 0 abstentions. The motion passes.   

Pat P begins the election process.  


ELECTION FOR WORLD SERVICE DELEGATE 

Pat reads the duties and responsibilities of the Delegate position.  Two candidates standing for 
Delegate are Carol M and Kit S.


Pat calls for any others interested in standing for the position.  No one else comes forward.


Pat reads the resumes of Carol M and Kit S.


First vote:  Kit S 62% of those voting; Carol M 38% of those voting.  No substantial unanimity.

Second vote:  Kit S 69% (35 GRs) of those voting; Carol M 31 % (16 GRs) of those voting.


Substantial Unanimity standard met and Kit S is the next World Service Delegate.


ELECTION FOR ALTERNATE WORLD SERVICE DELEGATE 

Pat reads the duties and responsibilities of the Alternate Delegate.  Only Pat is standing for this 
position.P


Betty A takes over the election process from Pat for this position.


Betty calls for anyone else interested in standing for this position. No one else stands. 


Betty reads Pat’s resume.


Vote:  100% (52 GRs) for Pat of those voting.  Unanimous support for Pat who is the next 
World Service Alternate Delegate.  
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ELECTION OF AREA CHAIR 

Pat reads the duties and responsibilities of Area Chair.  


Only person standing for this position is Sherry G-S.  Pat calls for additional candidates to 
come forward. No one else stands.


Pat reads Sherry G-S’s resume.


Vote:  100% (50) for Sherry of those voting.


Sherry is the next Chair of the Area.


ELECTION OF TREASURER 

Pat read the duties and responsibilities of Treasurer.


Only person standing for this position is Mark P.  Pat calls for additional candidates to come 
forward.  No one else stands.


Pat reads Mark’s resume.


Vote:  100% (51) for Mark of those voting.


ELECTION OF SECRETARY 

Pat read the duties and responsibilities of Secretary.


No person has as yet come forward to stand for election.  Pat calls for nominations.


Kit S nominates Vicky A.


Cheryl C says that any service position will “explode your recovery”.


Mary H says we can take nominations from the floor and that GRs can nominate themselves.  
No need to be on the AWSC roster/contact list to be eligible to run for office.  


Lynda S, GR from District 7, says she will stand for the position of Secretary.


Pat says that since neither candidate has submitted a resume he will have each of them do a 
“guided resume”.


Each candidate gave an oral resume.


Vote:  69% (35) for Lynda S; 31% (16) for Vicky.


Linda S is the next Area Chair.  


ELECTION OF AREA ALATEEN PROCESS PERSON (AAPP) 

Pat reads the duties and responsibilities of the AAPP position.  
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No person has as yet come forward to stand for election to this position.  Pat calls for 
nominations. 


Scott T, current AAPP, comments on the position.  


Mariellyn K nominates Carol M for the position.  Carol M respectfully declines.

Lynn M shares on the position and the benefits of the role.

Donna T, GR from District 1, asks if GRs are able to stand; willing to nominate herself if eligible.  

Pat responds that if no one who is typically eligible comes forward then GRs could stand.  


Donna T nominates herself and gives oral resume.


Vote:  100% (51) for Donna T.  


________________________


ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Pat calls for all to submit resumes to the new Area Chair, Sherry G-S, so that she can fill 
coordinator, action committee chair and other positions at the Area level.


Pat asked the GRs to take the message of the Assembly’s activities today back to their groups.  


Kit S, new World Service Delegate: statement of gratitude and humility, reminding of Alateen 
slogan “Together We Can Make It”


Cheryl C, Past Delegate Panel 37:  reminder to current coordinators to update their binders and 
connect with the next people taking on the coordinator positions to help them transition on.


Mariellyn, Public Outreach Coordinator and Past Delegate Panel 34:  I have copies of Al-Anon 
Faces Alcoholism.  If your district is interested in distributing I can get copies to you.  I have 
200 copies.  You can reach me at mkuske2009@gmail.com.


Rachel, Newsletter Coordinator:  I did not get a newsletter out in the spring due to COVID, but I 
am working on a newsletter this fall.  Please send me any topics or information you would like 
to submit by next Sunday (one week from 10/3/20).  If you are interested in this position, please 
let me know, it has been great.  I have resources that have been passed to me.


Sarah Jayne, Calendar Coordinator:  Need DRs to get back to me about district meeting 
schedules so I can update and issue the next calendar.


Pat P:  If DRs know who is replacing them, please give Eleni, current Area Secretary 
(eskevs@yahool.com), their contact information so that we can keep them in the loop.  Please 
DRs/everyone fill out resumes and send to me (pjpctc@hotmail.com).


Pat P:  Recognizing current action committee chairs and the coordinators for your service.  
Gratitude and thanks.  


Closing with Al-Anon Declaration


Adjourned at 2:20 pm.


Respectfully submitted,
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Eleni S

Area Secretary

(With assistance of Kadie A, District 8, co-DR)
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